
 

Job Nature : Full Time employment 
Location :  Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh 
Role : School Transformation Lead 
Expected time of joining: Immediate - ASAP 
 
About Aestuarium Consulting Services: 

Aestuarium Consulting Services is a people transformation organization with the Vision ‘To create a 

progressive Community of leaders and Mission ‘To help people realize and accomplish their self 

actualized potential.’ 

We work with organizations on staff wellness, with educational institutions on transformation and 

coaching culture and provide support startup with mentoring, coaching, training and development. 

Spirit of ACS: 

1. To deliver WOW experience to stake holders 
2. Unwavering commitment 
3. Empathy with a beneficiary centered approach 
4. Resilient with the mindset to shoulder self with love 
5. Creative, out of the box thinking  

 
 
About the team: 

In joining the core team as School Transformation Lead, you are joining a team charged with ensuring 

that there are quality interventions for school children in the country.  You will be working with the 

school management closely in designing the systems and structures and with the staff in creating fun 

filled holistic ways of unconventional teaching practices.  The project duration can be 2 to 3 years 

depending on the client needs.  We are looking for highly energetic, passionate and high ownership 

early team members.  The team is outcome focused and committed to ensuring a quality intervention 

and excited about the impact that can drive positive behaviour and mindset change.  You will flourish on 

this team if you are : collaborative, results-driven, work on feedback and feed it forward, love to 

continuously improve and have fun while working hard. 

Apply if you… 

AESTUARIUM CONSULTING SERVICES  
Delivering WOW experience 



 Are a professional with minimum 5 years overall experience  

 Are a curious learner with a successful track record in taking ownership of tasks end-to-end 

 Are a graduate in any discipline 

 Can fully own your work and be responsible for outcomes 

 Are a patient observer with a sense of possibility 

 Are comfortable traveling occasionally to visit stakeholders outside of Andhra Pradesh or co 

facilitate training 

At ACS, you will.. 

 Work in the client school to co create systems and structures from scratch 

 Design and facilitate engaging learning activities and compelling content to ensure staff wellness 

and make  student leadership possible apart from compelling instructor-led and self paced 

learning content that enhances reflection 

 Decide on the criteria used to judge learner’s performance and develop assessment instruments 

 Train and mentor the teachers on unconventional pedagogies  

 Work on holistic development of children and advise the management on interventions 

 Work with the team and client to ensure successful rollout and execution of services 

You need to come with.. 

 Excellent interpersonal skills and great written and oral communication skills 

 Ability to work and problem solve under uncertainty 

 An analytical ability and comfort with numbers 

 Excellent organizational and multitasking skills 

 Strong belief that everyone CAN! 

It would be awesome if you … 

 Are proficient in Telugu 

 Have prior experience working on school transformation 

 Possess knowledge about design thinking/ human centered design 

 Are a curious learner with the ability to work in a start-up set up 

 Are an alumni of Teach For India Fellowship, Gandhi Fellowship or Azim Premji Foundation 

Fellowship 

You can expect… 

 Salary and perks on par with the sector and based on your qualifications and experience 

 To be part of ACS family for life as ACS believes staff well being to be top priority and once a 

staff, always a family of ACS 

 

To apply, please send in your resume to Bhanumathi@aestuarium.org 

mailto:Bhanumathi@aestuarium.org

